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UNITED BEVERAGE
Dedicated taste and tradition
A unique company with international
flair, United Beverage pushes the sensual
boundaries of the consumer; offering
and distributing a select range of
lovingly crafted premium drinks to
suit the preference of tomorrow.
From traditionally brewed beers to the newly developed
hand brewed that challenge consumer taste, United
Beverages’ portfolio also extends to no bull energy
drinks, and exquisitely fresh tasting ciders.
Fit for the global citizen and united by taste, United
Beverages delivers to a wide range of demanding
distributors around the world. We own and develop
our drinks exclusively, knowing that our high quality
standards are not to be put in the hands of others. Our
drinks include:
St. Michaelsberg – Beer that reminds us why the
humble brew has been a sign of divine intervention
in the years gone by. Free of worldly distractions, the
monks of St. Michaelberg invested their attention and
care to producing beers of the finest and purest quality.
Today, lovers of good taste all over the world can drink
their praise to one of the oldest beer in the world. What
you drink in life echoes in eternity.
United Brewhouses – The fairy tale story of a few
micro breweries founded in some of the most charming cities of Denmark began with a desire to produce
innovative and memorable flavors. The brewhouses is
driven by beer enthusiasts and the brewing technique is
unique and cared for by our brew master which gives a
complete and high quality beer experience – with all
the divine diversity the human touch brings.

Ghost Cider - Ghost cider brings the unknown into the
night. In three exquisite flavours, yumberry, passion and
elderflower, Ghost Cider in black and white lends to the
mysterious, the seductive and the playfully dangerous
– while the orange newcomer brings the passion. Take
it for pleasure during the day, or bring on the mysteries
of the night. Ghost Cider is the most natural something
supernatural will ever be.
Grazzhopper - The Grazzhopper drink produces
a locomotive energy that pushes you to spring to it.
Made to taste alive with all the natural elements of
vitamins and guarana caffeine, Grazzhopper is a
refreshing new choice for those who are seriously
into living. Think about energy in general and then
think about what your desire is – do you want the
temper of a raging bull or the ability to fly flawlessly?
With Grazzhopper you fly.
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St Michaelsberg
... one of the oldest beer alive
This brand reminds humanity why the
humble beer has been a sign of divine
intervention in the years gone by. From what
is said to be one of the oldest beer-brands
in the world, this beer brings traditional, nononsense values to the modern drinker.
The 11th Century monks of St. Michaelsberg invested
their attention and care to producing beers of the finest
quality. This care paid off, and the St. Michaelsberg beer
grew in its reputation. Eversince the town of Bamberg
has been similar to the idea of original and proud
brewing traditions – and no night will pass in the lands
surrounding if drinkers do not exalt high praises towards
the sky.
So powerful is the belief in the effects of St. Michaelsberg,
that parents will still sing their children to sleep in its name.
The songs of the beer became the muse of the minstrels,
who entertained at the royal courts and captivated grand
imaginations, but St. Michaelsberg stayed true to its form
by continuing to attend to the common people.

In 1122 the first bottle of pure hoppy taste was released,
and St. Michaelsberg is now available to lovers of original beer all over the world.

Fluid facts
- enjoy our classic historical range or convert to the
exclusive high-end reincarnation ‘1122’
- bishop Otto 1. brewed the first bottle in 1122 after
around hundred years of preparation
- the city of Bamberg is to beer what Paris is to love,
somehow St Michaelsberg taste of both
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United BREWHOUSES
... Danish Handcrafted microbrew
Formed and founded in the fairytale land
of H.C. Andersen and the kingdom of
Denmark, the beloved essence of these
microbreweries from the beautiful
coastal city of Vejle to the medieval
city of Randers. Inspired by local
enthusiasts who dreamt of restoring
warm social traditions, reminiscent
of the years gone by.
Today the story of United Brewhouses is told in many
enchanted variations. Carefully chosen recipes, the best
ingredients from around the world, passionate developing hours and a unique flair for taste and imagination,
ensures that you get a memorable and wonderful beer
experience.
Brewed by enthusiasts, loved by the locals and the
dedicated, this dedication has now been brought to
the rest of the world. Give in and take part of a tasty
fairytale that strive to perfect the art of beer – producing
innovative flavors using classical Danish hand-brewing
techniques.

Fluid facts
- the beer from United Brewhouses are loved and
brewed by locals and beer enthusiasts.
- no matter if you want the fairy tale essence in
a bottle or drought, it’s possible
- our variations can be used as if it was a wine
tasters menu: the 25 different tastes fits all
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Ghost Cider
... bring the unknown into the night
Ghost cider is luxuriously fermented from
fresh apples and pear wine in a traditional
style, which first mesmerised Julius Caesar
when he conquered Britain in 55 B.C.
Today the ghost of cider is fresh, sweet
and filled with passion – proud of the
past but served for the future.
In three exquisite flavours, Ghost Cider in black and
white lends to the mysterious, the seductive and the
playfully dangerous. The night is its playground, and its
drinkers flirt with the unknown, while the orange power
of Passion compliments the black and white opposites
from dusk till dawn.
Serve your favourite on a bed of ice cubes: White
Ghost is flavoured with the light and summery taste of
elderflower, with tones of fruity freshness. Black Ghost is
infused with exotic tart flavoured yumberry properties,
rich in antioxidants and known as an important part of
the healthy and traditional Chinese medicine. The taste
is sweet and unfolds as a tingling taste of super natural
red berries.

Drink the super natural for pleasure during the day
- or bring on Ghost and mysteries of the night.

Fluid facts
- Yumberry, elderberry and passion is our tasty triangle
- The first edition of Ghost Cider was enjoyed in 2008
- We keep it super natural with maximum fruit and
a minimum of addition

Grazzhopper
... swarm to the party
Grazzhopper gives you the energy to
spring to it. No rave is too big and no
mountain too high for drinkers of this
premium energy booster made to taste
alive with an almost ‘over-the-top’ amount
of vitamins, taurine and guarana caffeine
that generates power to the max.
Grazzhopper is a real beverage for those in search of
adventure. A lightly carbonated pick-me-up, it restores
your wit, energises your strength and stimulates your
system for good times.
This energy drink is available in three distinct flavours
classic vanilla & berry, tropical citrus and raspberry.
Variations of taste suited to stand-alone or take part in
long drinks that lifts you up in the air. While flavours are
designed to suit different tastes, all Grazzhoppers have
one thing in common - it’s for those who are seriously
into living.

Grazzhoppers love a challenge. They don’t care about
public opinion. They don’t drink to fit in. They live by their
own rules and to the max!

Fluid facts
- this energy booster has already conquered greater
parts of the world
- the Grazzhoppers has been swarming like
crazy since 2002
- we are not aloud to add more caffeine, taurine
or vitamins – it’s as energetic as can be
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UNITED BEVERAGE, HQ Europe
Egaa Strandvej 106
DK-8250 Egaa · Denmark
Phone +45 7020 0134
mail@uni-b.com
www.uni-b.com
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